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1.

Introduction

This document presents the support BUILDINTEREST project provided to businesses on development of
their business models and on extending their sector knowledge, more specifically by providing Technology
providers with an international stage for practicing real-live pitching and providing other stakeholders with
valuable insights via webinar sessions and other resource materials. The described actions, guidelines and
tools can be used by businesses to improve their investor readiness, thus increasing the effectiveness of
the matching between the technology providers and the financial sector.
The levels of today’s investments in sustainable energy and energy efficiency are not enough to meet the
EU’s targets and goals set for 2030. The use of private finance and increased public-private collaboration
will be progressively required to deliver the needed investments in energy efficiency, in particular in
buildings.
Specifically, in the building sector, projects concerned with energy efficient measures often require high
upfront investments, are perceived to possess higher risk, relate to complex planning and stakeholder
issues, and suffer from split incentives. The building sector is also one of the largest energy users in Europe
and this major investment challenge should be addressed, nonetheless, as the building sector presents
major opportunities to make cost-effective energy savings which should be utilized.
BUILDINTEREST aims to improve the financial feasibility and attractiveness of investments in the energy
efficiency measures in buildings through the creation of three national platforms – BUILD LAB, EuroQuity,
Green BuildInvest Initiative, in Italy, France and the Netherlands respectively. These platforms are
promoting the structural dialogue between all stakeholders of the building sector and facilitating the
development of financial tools and instruments that encourage investments in the sustainable
building market.
BUILDINTEREST platforms also aim to provide support to technology providers to develop better
business models and establish significant links between these businesses and public-private
financiers. Ventures often fail despite the presence of market opportunities, novel business ideas,
adequate resources, and talented entrepreneurs. Possible cause is the underlying model driving the
business.
The BUILDINTEREST platforms provide innovative SMEs and start-ups with visibility and encourage
spontaneous exchanges between all stakeholders to drive innovation further.
Support and encouragement for the development of viable business models, commercial and industrial
partnerships and investment opportunities was done by undertaking two concrete actions:

o

Support in development of business models and cases
Characterised by organisation of trainings, fine-tuning business proposition and improving investor
readiness of technology provider businesses by pitching at dedicated sessions at international
events as well as at an online pitching session.

o

Support of businesses in uptake of tools and solutions
Characterised by discussing tools and solutions in webinars with existing and potential
stakeholders, projects and other interested sector players in need of seeking knowledge sharing

BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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Using this approach, the BUILDINTEREST project managed to extend its impact and share knowledge on
tools and solutions developed by the partners, so that promising innovation technology providers could
replicate and use them to support their businesses.

2.

Support in development of business models and cases

2.1

Background and definition
definition

2.1.1 Background
The building sector presents major opportunities to make cost-effective energy savings. Supporting mature,
off-the-shelf technologies with excellent potential prominent solutions across European buildings will lead
to health improvements to residents, alleviation of fuel poverty, as well as job creation and retention for
tradesmen and service engineers.
However, many companies with innovative solutions do not benefit from enough exposure to truly develop
attractive investment deals or commercial partnerships to upscale the businesses to successful levels. The
lack of dialogue between the many actors in the sustainable building market is also a reason for the little
amount of investments in energy efficiency projects done.
Nevertheless, innovation is key to achieve better energy security and increase industrial competitiveness.
Therefore, facilitation of better business models is needed to increase investments in sustainable energy in
buildings, and accelerate technology development and growth, thus overcoming barriers in the sector and
attracting top partnership opportunities.
The BUILDINTEREST project is meant to promote structural dialogue between all stakeholders of the sector
and must also facilitate the development of financial tools and instruments that will enhance the
attractiveness of investment in the sustainable building market. Hence, BUILDINTEREST took upon
supporting businesses by involving them in initiatives such as dedicated pitching sessions at events,
knowledge webinars, e-pitch sessions to support innovation management of SMEs and to improve their
investor-readiness and access to finance, markets and market players.
In the framework of the project, BUILDINTEREST provides businesses with:
• reduction of the knowledge gaps for technology providers by summary of definitions and
approaches
• promotion of transparent and trustable approaches and tools to improve business propositions
towards sustainable growth trajectory that investors will expect, namely access to: a) three
financing platforms and their networks and tools; b) online e-pitch session for visibility and
knowledge sharing of practices, c) online repository of event presentations and knowledge
materials; and d) expert webinar sessions recordings on essential sector insights and tips on
creating stakeholder engagement in financing platforms.

2.1.2 Business model definition
definition
Business models can be used as analytical tool for description of business activities of a
company and representation of key ideas in the business plan, outlining essential details
of the value proposition for a company’s various stakeholders and potential partners.
A proper top partnership or investment deal often cannot happen without a structured value proposition,
despite the existence of suitable conditions and visibility for the company. A business model should be
structured and presented in such a way as to spark interest in the business, give insight on a convincing
BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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future development and hopefully lead to a deeper conversation, resulting even to a partnership or funding
opportunity.
Business models as a concept emerged in the literature in the mid-1990s and there have been many
different opinions on the concept, using various definitions and interpretations. While there is no generally
accepted definition of the term “business model”, the construct is often associated with central ideas in
business strategy and theory. Most directly, it builds upon the value chain concept 1 and the extended
notions of value systems and strategic positioning2. Because the business model encompasses competitive
advantage, it also draws on resource-based theory.3
The understanding of the business model BUILDINTEREST took as definition and summarized approach on
the work completed for the project, is close to Osterwalder et al. (2010) and M. Morris et al. (2005).

“A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures
economic, social, and other forms of values”
Osterwalder et al, (2010)4
Thus, a business model is usually composed by different elements such as revenues and costs, resources,
activities and internal and external relationships and networks, the value proposition to the customer, and
mechanisms to capture value for the company.
One integrative framework5, which technology providers can use in preparation for pitching at events takes
into account all those elements and is referred to in the BUILDINTEREST project.

SIX QUESTIONS THAT UNDERLINE A BUSINESS MODEL

1. Component 1 – Factors related to the offering – How do we create value?
2. Component 2 – Market factors – Who do we create value for?
3. Component 3 – Internal capability factors – What is our source of competence?
4. Component 4 – Competitive strategy factors – How do we competitively position
ourselves?
5. Component 5 – Economic factors – How we make money?
6. Component 6 – Personal & investor factors – What are our time, scope, and size
ambitions?
Figure 1 Six questions that underlie a business model

2.2

Support activities
activities for development of business models and results

1

Porter ME. Competitive advantage. New York: Free Press, 1985
Porter ME. What is strategy. Harvard Bus Rev 1996;74(6):61 – 78.
3
Barney J, Wright M, Ketchen D. The resource-based view of the firm: ten years after. J Manage 2001;27(6):625
– 41.
4
Osterwalder et al, Business Model Generation: A Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and Challengers.
New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 2010.
5
M. Morris et al. / Journal of Business Research 58 (2005) 726–735
2
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The BUILDINTEREST project is designed to work with stakeholders towards developing and replicating
concrete financing solutions to enable energy investments in buildings. Technology providers are able to
refer to the three developed national financing platforms that construct structural dialogues between the
building sector actors and stimulate investments:

o
o
o

EuroQuity, the French national financing platform
Website: https://euroquity.com/
BUILD LAB, the Italian national financing platform
Website: http://www.build-lab.it/
Green BuildInvest Initiative, the Dutch national financing platform
Website: https://www.greenbuildinvest.nl/

As part of its main goal, BUILDINTEREST also provided support to businesses by, furthering the uptake of
the BUILDINTEREST solutions and tools through interactive sessions with stakeholders inside and outside
of the three national platforms.
The project identified and supported selected companies developing sustainable concepts and innovative
technologies implementing energy efficiency measures through the whole building sector supply chain with
knowledge sharing, coaching and pitching. By doing this, BUILDINTEREST addressed two major issues:
o

Helped investors, financiers and economic developers better understand the risks involved and
provided them with an opportunity to find more attractive and financeable investment projects,
increasing the deal flow

Supported the technology providers by providing access to international environment, networking
opportunities, useful solutions, knowledge and best practices on appropriate and economical
financing options from the national platforms
The BUILDINTEREST partners discussed and agreed on the activities undertaken by closely looking at the
outcomes of the 3 national platforms, identifying areas, tools, content and critical knowledge and examples
to be used for providing successful support.
o

This process consisted of several key steps:
1st step The results, outcomes, tools and lessons learned of the 3
national platforms were carefully compared by the
BUILDINTEREST partners, analysed and selected for the different
activities
2nd step Appropriate activities and synergies were agreed upon
to be implemented
3rd step Target audience was identified by relevant partners

2.2.1 Pitching at ee-pitching online event
Online pitching sessions are valuable instrument for honing startups presentation skills,
experiencing real-life pitching conditions, receiving valuable feedback from financial
decision makers and establishing further connections in an online environment.
Participants benefit from additional visibility, eased up access process, networking between
stakeholders from different regions and opportunity for immediate Q&A feedback.
Online pitching sessions can also help orientate technology providers on how to do successful short
and concise business idea pitching and can give insight on the questions important for decision makers
to decide on funding.
BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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The French financing platform EuroQuity organized as part of its activities several online e-pithing sessions.
After the official launch on April 2017 of the platform and its community, dedicated specifically on
BUILDINTEREST and the sustainable building sector, EuroQuity set-up a specific online e-pitching session
that took place on 19 December 2017 to reach-out and increase its members.
The online e-pitching session also aimed to matchmake
energy efficiency companies with potential investors. It
presented them with an opportunity to participate in
real-life conditions with expert commenting on the
quality of the presentation and tips on improving the
presentation skills afterwards one week prior to the
actual pitch.
The event was communicated via the BUILDINTEREST
project Newsletter and each of the BUILDINTERST
partners newsletters in their national language to targeted investors, banks, business angels. To attract this
specific audience, selected messages in the form of “teasers” of the type of companies to present were
included. These consisted of:

Main product tags of the companies (e.g. Energy Storage, Smart building / Predictive
services and maintenance, Sustainable building, Heating, Renewable material, etc.)
Short description of the companies with few sentences on the product and the
companies’ ambitions
Tag of any prices received, patents

Amount of investment sought

Companies showcased their projects and needs in 8-12 slide PowerPoint documents, visible on every
attendee’s computer. Pitches lasted 6 minutes, followed by a Q&A session of 2 to 3 minutes each, in
which investors typed questions on the screen. On the next day, all the registered investors got the links
to the companies’ profiles on EuroQuity, where they could get the presentation documents from, and
contact the manager. Those who could not attend the pitch received a web link to watch the session.

o
o
o

9 pitching companies
46 investors registered
92 online visits from investors to check SMEs online profiles following the online
pitching session

2.2.2 Pitching at international events
To increase access to investments for sustainable energy technologies in buildings, BUILDINTEREST also
provided support and encouraged the development of viable business models, commercial and industrial
partnerships and investment opportunities by organising dedicated live pitching sessions during the
BUILDINTEREST Roadshow events.
BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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Participating at pitching events can be a great way to look objectively at how the sector is
developing, what are the current and upcoming market trends, how the different sector
players are responding and where the company stands. Moreover, pitching events can be a
perfect stage to showcase the company’s great vision and potential in front of international group of
stakeholders and other startups. Taking part in these events can bring startups attention and funding,
whereas the networking opportunities if taken right can stimulate deep impactful partnerships.

BUILDINTEREST identified, targeted, and specifically selected
Innovative SMEs and start-ups with breakthrough solutions in the fields of
energy renovation and sustainable building in search of visibility

to pitch their innovation business models in front of
Public support structures that support the development of sustainable
building sector
Active investors and financiers looking to invest
in start-ups and young SMEs
International group of stakeholders consisting of coaches, advisors, investors,
business angels, financial institutions, governmental and non-governmental
participants

BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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CONTEXT:
The BUILDINTEREST Roadshow were series of international events, organised between February
2018 until April 2018, in three different countries: Italy, France and the Netherlands. The Roadshow
was a gathering point for national and international stakeholders, key opinion leaders, analysts and
experts to discover the project results, best practices, tools and impact, leading towards a
continuing dialogue on how to increase trust for facilitation of investments in the sector.

The Roadshow was identified as the best on-site opportunity to:
→ Showcase the tools and best practices/pilots developed by the three platforms
→ Inform and share knowledge with the international audience attending the events on the tool’s
potential, successful usage and benefits
→ Provide the best start-ups and SMEs with a floor to present their disruptive technologies in the
sector to international groups of stakeholders and to improve their business proposition
2 of the Roadshow editions were identified as having the best focus and content to organise dedicated
sessions to connect companies with different players, fine-tune their business propositions and improve
their investor readiness: the BUILDINTEREST international event in Paris on 9 March 2018 and the
BUILDINTEREST international event in Amsterdam on 19 April 2018. Both were popular destinations
with easy access and could attract international audiences, as well as national players.
The programmes of all editions were structured as conference type with one part of the programme serving
as knowledge base for the businesses in the sector to acquaint themselves with the solutions
BUILDINTEREST platforms can provide for them, as well as to follow discussions on “hot topics” and key
developments in the sector. Thus, the events served both as mentoring platforms and as stage for improving
models and establishing connections with stakeholders.
The second part of the 2 events included in their programmes workshop sessions:
→ Paris: Two dedicated pitching sessions, 1 hour long each, for 40 selected start-ups and SMEs to
pitch, including Q&A time
→ Amsterdam: One dedicated matchmaking workshop for 20 selected start-ups and SMEs, which
included mentoring presentations on EuroQuity platform as tool for facilitation of strategic
investments and partnerships and on Public funding available to SMEs, as well as 1 hour long
pitching session for the companies to present their technologies.
The BUILDINTEREST partners used the expertise of its consortium members, specifically Bpifrance and Europe
Unlimited, to scout and identify businesses and investors in the sustainable business sector from their
databases, approach them, raise their interest to participate and engage them in the events.
Stakeholder contacts from the other partner’s and platforms’ networks were also approached and
promising companies from Italy and the Netherlands were also invited to interact on an international stage.
The best business models from all candidacies were selected by the BUILDINTEREST partners’ and invited
to present their technology at the events in the live pitching sessions.

Recruitment of companies in the BuildInterest Community on EuroQuity platform
(French financing platform)
Recruitment of companies in Tech Tour’s platform database with business technologies
in the building and sustainable sector

BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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Identification and recruitment of relevant companies from the networks of the Italian
and Dutch financing platforms
Communication to European cluster organisations on the opportunities for their
companies to apply
Selection of best business propositions for each event and invitation to pitch at the live
sessions
Confirmation of all selected companies and practical guidelines for the pitching sessions
and events
Invitations for the events were sent separately and individually to the tech entrepreneurs and the
investors, highlighting the possibility for matchmaking and networking in multiple stakeholder
environment, but also including the other benefits and knowledge to be gained during the events. Direct
phone calls were also conducted as a reminder to the initial email invitations. The national platforms
provided support with the contact of national companies and language specific requests, while consortium
partner Europe Unlimited also targeted businesses and investors from countries outside the regions of the
platforms. Confirmations of companies and investors was facilitated directly: registrations for the events
themselves were encouraged for logistics purposes and the production of badges.
Specific additional colours on the badges for the sessions in Paris were used for enabling the recognition of
company and investor representatives:
→ RED for participants from financial institutions, banks, corporate venture capital firms, venture
capital firms, business angels
→ GREEN for participants presenting their companies at the pitching sessions
The colour recognition tags were also communicated to all participants on-site at the venue with signatures
at the registration desk and inclusion in the slides before the opening speech.
Once selected, the companies were contacted to confirm participation and to acquaint with the format of
the pitching sessions. Advice on the improvement of their investor presentation skills was provided in
advance to the sessions.
The general flow of the pitching sessions included:

→
→
→
→
→

A short 3-minute pitch by each entrepreneur
Q&A time after each pitch, up to maximum of 4 minutes
Total presentation time: up to 7 minutes
Moderation of the session provided by the BUILDINTEREST project
After the end of the sessions: Networking breaks for chat and establishment of
partnerships contacts with speakers, other entrepreneurs, coaches, advisors,
investors, business angels, financial institutions, governmental and nongovernmental participants

General pitching advice and instructions for presentations skills on investor-readiness were also shared
to each participating business representative in the form of practical points to cover during the pitch:

→ Market segment of operation
→ The positioning of the company within the market segment and industry
→ The key differentiating factors (product, service, technology/patents, etc)
BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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→
→
→
→

The business model with financial figures
Key Management (actual and hiring)
Growth plan
Amount of investment sought or partnership desired
Slides or short videos were advised to be kept at the minimum
amount for time-keeping purposes. The companies were
consulted to practice in describing the business succinctly to
maximise the effect of the presentation in a crowd and help reaffirm the way the companies are currently selling.

In addition, to raise the visibility and promote the models of the
businesses, booklets with all the company profiles for the event
were produced after the events, printed and distributed online
consisting of:

List of presenting company profiles with: company names, company representative and
short company description
List of investors attending the event: name of representatives, company names

Complete Programme of the events
Promotion and contacts of the hosting national financing platforms and
the BUILDINTEREST project
After the end of the events, all presenting companies, as well as identified stakeholders, were invited to
sign-up to the national platforms in a follow-up communication to further explore potential benefits and
opportunities for interactive exchanges between members.


The BUILDINTEREST community on EuroQuity financing platform was refered to as the
matchmaking place for investors, technology companies and stakeholders looking for partnerships,
where each could use their profile and sector tag to search relevant contacts and start spontaneous
interactions.
The profiles of the presenting companies at the pitching sessions with links on EuroQuity were
shared to registered participants who could not attend the pitches, raising their visibility.



The Green BuildInvest Initiative with the connection to Duurzaam Gebouwd platform was suitated
as the marketplace for all news, updates and relevant articles on current developments in the
sector.

2.2.3 Available materials from pitching at online and international events
The three BUILDINTEREST financing platforms had substantial presence and presented their approaches,
outcomes, lessons learned, know-how, best practices, pilot projects and stakeholder reach during the
events to all participants, including the presenting businesses. For Techcnology providers who want to
address the topics discussed and additional expertise contacts, presentations, useful materials and
BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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recording are shared publicly for access and for practical usage on the BUILDINTEREST solutions
website (https://www.buildinterest.community) and the tables 1, 2 and 3 highlighted below.

Presentations
Presentation
Mainstreaming Energy Efficiency
Investment to the real estate Paris
agreement – Impact on the national
energy efficiency markets
Impacts of the Clean Energy Package
on the Italian Energy Renovation
Market
Sustainability and Valuations
EEFIG Underwriting Toolkit
What’s next? What’s the future role of
financing platforms?
Testimonials of Italian pilot projects
developed through BUILD LAB
Financing Energy Efficiency in Buildings
#EEFIG and the De-risking Energy
Efficiency Platform (“DEEP”)
Public funding, available to SMEs
EuroQuity: The online matchmaking
platform for companies, investors and
partners
BUILD LAB: The identity of a “publicled” platform that addresses public
and market needs
Green BuildInvest Initiative. Dutch
platform on financing of EE measures
EuroQuity: BUILDINTEREST French
platform

Author
Access
Martin Schoenberg, Energy Efficiency link
Project Coordinator, UNEP FI

Yamina Saheb, OpenEXP

link

Bert Deen, Dynamis Taxaties
Netherlands
Mariangiola Fabbri,BPIE
Peter Sweatman, CEO Climate
Strategy & Partners
Adelaide Mondo, Banca BPER
Marco Marcatili, Nomisma
Christophe MILIN, EASME
Peter Sweatman
CEO Climate Strategy & Partners
Wilfred van Beuningen, PNO
Consultants
Jérôme Barel, Bpifrance

link

Serena Maioli, ASTER

link

link
link
link
link
link
link
link

Esther Ruijvoorn, Green BuildInvest link
Initiative.
Jérôme Barel, Bpifrance
link

Table 1 Expert presentations and knowledge sharing made available to companies and other stakeholders
via BUILDINTEREST project

Video recording materials for knowledge sharing
Video recordings of the panel sessions and interesting interviews with stakeholders on different levels were
also shared on the BUILDINTEREST solutions website and via the BUILDINTEREST YouTube channel

(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaKiuMKYuiGbCEqqhmULl0w).
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Video materials provided for sector knowledge
sharing from the national platforms and external
experts covered, but were not limited by the
following topics: What is locking investments in
building
renovation?;
Competitors
and
challenges within the ‘deep tech’ field from the
perspective of a presenting company; issues and
solutions in the energy transition towards
sustainable buildings; Which policies and
initiatives are sustaining financing for energy
efficiency?; Accelerating deep renovation and others.

Two expert panel discussions were recorded in their whole duration, during the BuildInterest Roadshow
of 9 March 2018, and also shared with registered participants, companies, stakeholders from
BUILDINTEREST partners’ Stakeholder Groups and visitors of the BUILDINTEREST solutions website. The two
discussions looked upon key topics on energy efficiency and sustainable building specific issues such as:
How can private players access the renovation market? and Energy performance in new buildings: How
to meet the Paris agreement objectives?.
Speaker
Contents
The Video
5 video-interviews from the event
BUILDINTEREST: Financing platforms
in action, 15 February 2018
With Yamina Saheb – Open Exp

Selected sector topics, relevant for the
event

link

The context (policy VS market):
(despite the current EU policies) what
is locking investments in building
stock renovation

link

With Marco Marcatili – NOMISMA

Financing platforms: what are the key
innovations promoted by BUILD LAB
(the model)

link

With Sybren Steensma – Climate-KIC

Accelerating deep renovation: How
can we get beyond the pilot project
that happens only once?
(industrialization/how can technical
solution can support the bankability
of intervention)

link

With Estella Pancaldi – GSE

Public funding orientation: What has
been done at the national level Which further steps have to be taken
to support Energy Efficiency

link

With Peter Sweatman – Climate
Strategy and Partners / UNEP FI

Energy efficiency is a top priority for
Europe. How the European policies
and initiatives are sustaining financing
for Energy Efficiency

link

BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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1 promotional video from the event
BUILDINTEREST: Financing platforms
in action, 15 February 2018

BUILDINTEREST brings together
policies, tools and practices to increase
financing for energy efficiency

link

2 video-interviews at the event
BUILDINTEREST: Towards a greener
building sector, 9 March 2018

Technology company and Cluster
Energivie

link

With Airthium – technology company,
pitching in front of investors and
audience

On technology and international
market overview: barriers, challenges,
opportunities

link

With Cluster Energivie - Jean Luc
Sadorge

Trust on the market of sustainable
buildings

link

Recording of panel session from
BUILDINTEREST: Towards a greener
building sector, 9 March 2018

How can private players access the
renovation market?

link

Recording of panel session from
BUILDINTEREST: Towards a greener
building sector, 9 March 2018

Energy performance in new buildings

link

EuroQuity BUILDINTEREST e-pitching
session, 19 December 2017

9 presenting companies at e-pitching
session

link

Table 2 Expert topic discussions and panel sessions recordings available for access by companies and
stakeholders via BUILDINTEREST project

Combined presenting companies profile booklet for reaching out to potential investors
To further raise the visibility of businesses, as well as to convince the other potential stakeholders to signup to the national platforms, a booklet with the profiles of businesses of all events, similar to the ones
designed for the e-pitching sessions, was put together to distribute to relevant investors after the end of
the events. Businesses were approached after the events to agree on their inclusion in addition to the
profiles they provided for the pitching sessions at the events and were compiled together in one
promotional booklet sent to selected investors, who were not present at the events or contacted
BUILDINTEREST with a request for information on the companies.

Overall statistics on support of business models and cases via pitching at the international
events
The pitching sessions at the two BUILDINTEREST international events attracted a great deal of attention and
the networking opportunities were considered in high regard for establishing connections. The survey
designed for feedback on the events also included questions specific on the pitching, such as: quality of the
presenting companies; the contacts established during the networking and on the intention to follow-up
on contacts made.
Constructive feedback from investors on the companies’ performance, where provided, was received as
short comments during the pitching Q&A sessions following their pitch: it was stressed several times that
companies should be mindful of the duration of their pitch and should try to include key information the
investors are mainly interested in, such as whether they are raising fund or main financial figures of the
company.

BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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o

40 selected pitching technology companies
 20 companies pitching at the French international event
 20 companies pitching at the Dutch international event

o
o
o

30 unique investors attending
1 video interview with technology provider during the Roadshow event in Paris
109 other stakeholders attending both events from: Public institutions, Technology
users, Financial institutions, NGOs and universities

o

187 investors from 139 organisations received targeted message with the company profiles
booklet from the two events

o

o

60% of the respondents of the survey, that participated at the pitching events confirmed they
established 2 or more relevant connections they plan to follow-up with
50% of the respondents of the survey, that participated at the pitching events deemed the
presenting companies “Very good”

o

75% of the respondents of the survey, that participated at the pitching events shared their
intention to follow and contribute to the BUILDINTEREST Community

o

Selected comments: “The innovations were very interesting to see and hear about.” “I
was mainly interested in presenting companies / pitch” “The right people in the right place.”

o

152 members signed-up on the BuildInterest Community on EuroQuity financing platform

o

5 ongoing negotiations between SMEs and investors

2.2.4 Pro
Providing
viding expertise
expertise knowledge,
knowledge, results, solutions and business models in webinar
sessions
Competence in the market knowledge is usually a requirement for the strategic asset of a business.
Knowledge competencies in understanding what drives the business and its market, having strategic and
commercial orientation, as well as keeping up with trends and new developments are indeed key for
mediating of positive relationships between orientations and market-based innovation.6 Not orientating
themselves with the market might often weaken the chances of new or young entrepreneurs.
In addition to providing support for businesses on business models with practical and real-live experience
pitching sessions, the BUILDINTEREST project also supported technology innovators in the sector by
knowledge sharing and providing access on sector specific topics, expertise, platforms’ outcomes and
results as output from the platforms’ work with different stakeholder groups.
The BUILDINTEREST partners agreed that in order to provide a knowledge expertise with useful content,
both the expertise within the platforms – both from internal and external experts - will be made available
to stakeholders outside the platform by organising and recording focussed webinars.

Webinars are one of the main platforms to share specialised knowledge, as in recent years
they have become consistently more popular, more effective and more interesting as one

6

H. Erkan Ozkaya et al, Market orientation, knowledge competence, and innovation. International Journal of
Research in Marketing. Elsevier B.V. 2015, 32(3): 309-318
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of the best tools to engage audiences, that use them to get new information and best practices, to
discover new products, and to self-educate.7
BUILDINTEREST exploited the project’s experience and reached out to identified stakeholders and
businesses, that were not present at the Roadshow international events or pitching sessions, and invited
and involved them in two event complimentary webinars.
The two webinar sessions topics were chosen to include both external and internal expertise. The first
webinar covered one of the most discussed and animated topics from the international events, valuation
of sustainability in buildings, while the other was a practical guide for replication on the approach the
BUILDINTEREST partners undertook in setting up and building a stakeholder platform, addressing how to
best involve stakeholders from different levels. The dates of the webinars were selected considering the
availability of the external and internal speakers, as well as the solid build of the project’s results, suitable
to be used as examples. The curious fact that the most popular days for webinar attendance are Wednesday
and Thursday was also taken into account when setting the days, with emphasis that in the middle of the
week people are most focused on work and productivity.8
Similarly, the BUILDINTEREST partners chose the duration of the two webinar sessions to last about 1 hour,
including a specific time set aside for interactions with the audience for questions and answers. This
decision ensured the project’s ability to deliver deep and engaging content at a reasonable time.

Figure 2 Optimal webinar duration by yearly reports, according to
ON24 2017 Webinar Benchmarks Report

Overview of webinars
The first webinar “BUIDINTEREST: Sustainability and
Valuations”, took place on Wednesday, 27 June 2018,
from 11:00 until 12:00 CET (1h).
The webinar was jointly lead by Dynamis Taxaties
Netherlands, one of the largest Dutch valuation agencies
setting standards the Netherlands and BUILDINTEREST’s
financing platforms stakeholder, and BUILDINTEREST.
The webinar looked upon the increasing role of sustainability in the real estate sector and how
valuation can impact financial opportunities. It targeted industry professionals and previously
identified stakeholders, who did not attend the events, but with interest in the topic.

7

ON24, INC; 2017 WEBINAR BENCHMARKS REPORT, retrieved from URL:
http://communications.on24.com/rs/848-AHN-047/images/ON24_Webinar-Benchmarks-Report2017.pdf?aliId=463760991
8
Ibid.
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The second webinar “BUILDINTEREST: How to build and
run a successful stakeholder platform", took place on
Thursday, 28 June 2018, from 11:30 until 12:30 CET (1h).
The webinar was jointly lead with BUILDINTEREST
partners ASTER (Italy), the Consortium for Innovation
and Technology transfer of Emilia-Romagna, and PNO
Consultants (the Netherlands), the leading European
innovation and grants consultancy.
The webinar shared knowledge and best practices directly from the members of the BUILDINTEREST
project on how to bring together the most relevant stakeholders in the construction and finance
sectors to build a successful platform that bolsters up methods to upscale investments in the sector.
ASTER presented the experiences of the Italian Financing platform BUILD LAB and their unique
platform governance model, while PNO Consultants focused on overall tips and lessons derived from
the project.
It targeted a broad selection of identified stakeholders and other projects, funded under the H2020
programme, that might have an interest in initiating a financing platform themselves.
The BUILDINTEREST partners used the ZOOM Conferencing tool 9 to facilitate and record the sessions,
insuring the availability of engagement tools such as Q&A and webinar chat.
Communication for the webinars started with save-the-date email messages as soon as the available dates
were confirmed and followed by reminder emails to participants to sign-up. Dedicated confirmations of
registered attendee were prepared together with instruction on the procedures for connection to the
webinar and how to ask questions in the dedicated time for Q&A.

Communication process
2 mass mailing campaigns to targeted stakeholders upon dates confirmation: Save-thedate email and Reminder email invitations
Confirmation emails for the webinars with log-in & access details, instructions for Q&A:
send before the webinars and on the two days themselves
Newsletter publication from the Italian financing platform BUILD LAB in the local
language, geared towards the platform’s stakeholder groups
Dedicated social media posts on official Twitter channel and LinkedIn Group

Referrals by the project’s partners

Post-webinar follow up communication with information on the materials available

9

For more information: https://zoom.us/
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Registrations for the webinars were done through specific Google forms, for ease of registration and
extract of responses. The registrants were asked for specific consent on recording of the sessions upon
registering:
•

“BUIDINTEREST: Sustainability and Valuations”, 27 June 2018, 11:00 - 12:00 CET: Link

•

“BUILDINTEREST: How to build and run a successful stakeholder platform", 28 June 2018, 11:30 –
12:30 CET: Link

During the dedicated Q&A sessions, participants in the webinars were encouraged to use the Q&A or chat
features to address their questions to the speakers. All requests asked were covered live by the
BUILDINTEREST internal and external experts.
Presentations and recordings of the webinar sessions were made available on the BUILDINTEREST
solutions website. Stakeholders in the sustainable building sector interested in finding more on the
discussions can access the content freely.

Webinar
BuildInterest Webinar session, 27 June
2018
BuildInterest Webinar session, 28 June
2018

Topic and content
Sustainability and Valuations

The video
link

How to build and run a successful
stakeholder platform?

link

Table 3 Expert topic webinar recordings available for access by companies and stakeholders via
BUILDINTEREST project

The webinar sessions achieved considerable success, with very animated Q&A sessions and asks for further
information and networking from several stakeholders, amongst whom 2 companies, 1 project aiming to
set up a stakeholder platform and 1 consulting company.
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o

68 pre-webinar registrations on the two webinars
 35 pre-webinar registrations for session on 27th June 2018
 33 pre-webinar registrations for session on 28th June 2018

o
o

33 unique attendees
50 min total time for dedicated Q & A Session on both webinars

BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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3.

Annexes

3.1

BUILDINTEREST project Newsletter on ee-pitching online event (19
December 2017)

Dear reader,
As part of the BuildInterest project, Tech Tour & Euroquity are delighted to invite you to a special epitching session, dedicated to some of the most awarded innovative European companies in the
energy efficiency & sustainable building sectors.
Come and see them see them speak online 6 minutes each on Tuesday December 19th at 3 pm CET
(register).

If upon any case, you are not able to join this session, please feel free to forward the below
communication to colleagues in your network, interested in stimulating the development of the
sustainable building sector!
We are looking forward to seeing you there!
Iva Tsigularova on behalf of
the BUILDINTEREST Team
==========================
Dear all,
We made a selection of European companies in the energy efficiency & sustainable building
sectors: seed, series A and B from 300 k€ to 17 M€.
All of them have been awarded or passed competitive selections. You can see them speak online 6
minutes each on Tuesday December 19th at 3 pm CET (register)
This session is organized in the framework of of the BuildInterest Project.
You can also access the 100 profiles of the European companies in this sector in our dedicated
BuildInterest community. Just create an account on EuroQuity.

Here is the program. You are welcome!
__________________
Smart building / Predictive services and maintenance
Our platform continuously calculates the optimal building maintenance plan. Our different sensors
are able to detect wood-rot, the use frequency of water pipes as well as the healthiest meeting room
available within the facility. Data are then collected and analyzed to facilitate the work of facility
managers on a daily basis.
Winner of Green Brick Award | 1,5 M€ sought
Energy Storage
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We make a thermodynamic energy storage system starting at 100kW for one third of the cost of
lithium-ion batteries. Our system has a 70% round-trip efficiency and very low maintenance costs
due to our proprietary compressor design with no moving parts.
Prize-winner of Innovation 2030, a worldwide competition organized by the French
Government | $1M sought (seed round)
Sustainable building / Marketplace
We are the first marketplace of reusable and bio-based materials for construction. Millions of tons of
waste material are dumped every years and we are able to save them, hauling them from the
deconstruction site to a nearby building site. We make this possible by using altogether our innovative
user-experience designed digital tool, our data-machine and our experience in engineering
consulting.
As a smart trading material place, we use waste and technology to build the future.
Prize-winner Green Tech Verte of the Ministry of Environment | 1M€ sought
Energy storage and efficiency / Heating
Motivated by the stricter energetic regulations in Europe and worldwide, our ambition is to create
the heating of the 21st century. Our solution relies on a patented architecture of connected space
heater in which a storage battery is embedded. It generates high energy savings and enables a cost
effective self-consumption of renewable energy, for offices and dwellings.
Winner of the Grand Prize EDF Pulse 2016 | 3M€ sought
Sustainable building / Renewable materials
Our company produces an energy-efficient, sustainable building material. The company has
developed an innovative cellulose insulation, made from 100% recycled fiber, for use in residential
and
commercial building applications which provides better thermal insulation than competitive products
while using less than half the material thanks to an innovative production process.
We are active in the Italian Market and made some positive trials in
Winner of Climate-KIC Phase 1-2, Top50 at Slush Competition 2017 | 2,5M€ sought

France.

Smart building/ Energy performance
Our solution is an innovative real estate platform. It centralizes all building data to make it easily and
quickly accessible to users (asset and property managers, tenants, etc.). Smart and collaborative,
the application enables lease holders to increase productivity and energy efficiency. We assist
owners in digital and energy transition and we give value to their real estate assets.
Prize-winner of the call for projects "Digital pad" of the Plan for Building Digital Transition |
500K€ sought
Renewable energies / Solar thermal
Our company has developed a system to recover solar thermal and environmental energy without
disfiguring the landscape through the use of ordinary-looking tiles that provide heating and hot
water to the household.
Owner of 3 patents | Prize-winner of the Gold Medal at the 38th Salon of inventions of
Geneva | 300K€ sought
Solar Energy / Energy Storage / IoT / Power Electronics
Our company manufactures solar inverters with integrated artificial intelligence, dedicated to selfconsumption of energy with the use of storage. By choosing our solution, the user makes his
household energy independent, with a lowered cost of generated kWh. Our technology is protected
by an international patent.
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Marketed by more than 30 distributors and available in 70 countries, with several thousand units
already sold, our inverters are renowned for being innovative and reliable.
Rewarded by the French Tech pass | 17M€ sought
Sustainable building/ Renewable materials
Our company leads the world of building towards renewable construction: developing, building and
marketing wooden buildings, made of small basic elements "Nano®" that allow the building to be
mounted in record time, guaranteeing comfort, performance and reversibility, then to be dismounted
to give it some new uses.
Part of the Materiaupole Paris | 1M€ sought
_____________
E-pitch is an online pitch session based on a web conferencing system. No installation is needed on
your side.
> Companies will each have 6 minutes to pitch, and investors may ask questions via a chat window
throughout the pitch.
> You will be able to see the company profiles and their presentation documents on the EuroQuity
platform after the event.
To get the web conference link, register now on : https://goo.gl/forms/rmb82maeLyanMaSW2
We’ll gladly explain you the details if you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact

Jerome BAREL
BPI France
DIRECTION DE L'INTERNATIONAL
Tel : 0141798676
email: jerome.barel@bpifrance.fr
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 695996.

3.2

BUILDINTEREST Roadshow FR and NL international events programmes
with dedicated pitching sessions
BUILDINTEREST: Towards a greener sustainable building sector - issues and solutions
Programme
Bpifrance Hub, Room HUB,
Paris, France, 9 March 2018

09:00-09:30
Registration and Coffee
09:30-09:45
Welcome speech
Speaker: Jérôme Gatier, Head of Plan Bâtiment Durable (Ministry of Ecological Transition)
09:45-10:00
BUILDINTEREST: Improving the attractiveness of investments in energy efficiency and
sustainability in buildings
Speaker: Marco Bakker, PNO
10:00-11:00
BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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National BUILDINTEREST platforms
How to build facilitation of finance and support of energy efficiency projects: Local examples.
Testimonials of Italian financing platform BUILD LAB
Topic: BUILD LAB - The identity of a “public-led” platform that addresses both public and
market needs and the lessons learned from the pilot cases
Speaker: Teresa Bagnoli, ASTER
Testimonials of Dutch financing platform GreenBuildInvest Initiative
Topic: Connecting existing knowledge on financing to facilitate action and innovation
Speaker: Esther Ruijgvoorn, GreenBuildInvest Initiative
Testimonials of French financing platform EuroQuity
Topic: BUILDINTEREST French financing platform
Speaker: Jérôme Barel & Whitley Kihanguila, Bpifrance & PNO France
11:00-11:15
Coffee Break
11:15-12:15
Elevator pitching session (Part I): 20 startups that change the game
Pitches by companies specialized in energy efficiency construction/renovation in front of investors
and audience
Format: 3 min max company elevator pitch incl. Q&A
12:15-13:30
Networking Lunch
13:30-14:30
Elevator pitching session (Part II): 20 startups that change the game
Pitches by companies specialized in energy efficiency construction/renovation in front of investors
and audience
Format: 3 min max company elevator pitch incl. Q&A
14:30-15:10
Roundtable 1
Discussion session with audience and experts
Topic: How can private players access the renovation market?
Speakers:
Sébastien Delpont – Greenflex/EnergieSprong
Jérôme Gatier - Ministry of Ecological Transition
Alain Kergoat - Smart Building Alliance
Lucienne Krosse - KIC Innoenergy (The Netherlands)
15:10-15:30
Coffee Break
15:30-16:10
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Roundtable 2
Discussion session with audience and experts
Topic: Energy performance in new buildings - How to meet the Paris agreement objectives?
Speakers:
Emmanuel Acchiardi - Ministry of Ecological Transition
Cosmin Cotora - Cerway
Franck Sprecher – Pouchain (Energy experts)
Alexis Rouque – French Federation of Real Estate Agents
Martin Schoenberg - UNEP Fi
Mauricio Yurivarren - Climate Strategy & Partners
16:10-16:20
Closing remarks & End of Day

BUILDINTEREST: How to make energy efficiency measures in real estate common practice
Programme
Venue: Amsterdam RAI Exhibition and Convention Centrein,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, 19 April 2018
09:00-09:30
Registration and Coffee
09:30-09:45
Opening by Moderator:
Speaker: Christophe Milin, Project Advisor, Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (EASME)
09:45-10:00
BUILDINTEREST: Improving the attractiveness of investments in energy efficiency and
sustainability in buildings
Speaker: Marco Bakker, PNO Consultants
10:00-10:15
National BUILDINTEREST platforms
How to build facilitation of finance and support of energy efficiency projects: Local examples.
Testimonials of Dutch financing platform Green Build Invest Initiative
Speaker: Esther Ruijgvoorn, Green Build Invest Initiative
10:15-11:00
Keynote speech: Valuation of sustainable buildings
Speaker: Bert Deen, Dynamis Taxaties This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 695996.
11:00-11:30
Coffee Break
11:30-11:45
National BUILDINTEREST platforms
How to build facilitation of finance and support of energy efficiency projects: Local examples.
Testimonials of Italian financing platform BUILD LAB
Topic: BUILD LAB - The identity of a “public-led” platform that addresses both public and market
needs and the lessons learned from the pilot cases
BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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Speaker: Serena Maioli, ASTER
11:45-12:00
National BUILDINTEREST platforms
How to build facilitation of finance and support of energy efficiency projects: Local examples.
Testimonials of French financing platform EuroQuity
Speaker: Jérôme Barel, Bpifrance
12:00-12:45
Keynote speech: EEFIG and De-risking program
Speaker: Peter Sweatman, Climate Strategy & Partners & EEFIG
12:45-13:00
Morning closure & Announcement of workshop programme in the afternoon
Speaker: Christophe Milin, Project Advisor, Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (EASME)
13:00-13:45
Networking Lunch
14:00-15:30
BUILDINTEREST workshop: EuroQuity financial platform matchmaking event
Modarator: Jérôme Barel, Bpifrance
14:00-14:15
Introduction of EuroQuity financial platform and opportunities of membership in the
BUILDINTEREST Community
Speaker: Jérôme Barel, Bpifrance
14:15-14:30
Public financing of energy efficiency measures in buildings, available to SMEs
Speaker: Bernard.van Leeuwen, PNO Consultants
14:30-15:30
Company presentation session
Pitches by companies specialized in energy efficiency construction/renovation in front of investors
and audience
Format: 3 min max company elevator pitch incl. Q&A
14:00-15:30
BUILDINTEREST panel workshop: The green premium on energy efficient real estate
Moderator: Peter Sweatman, Climate Strategy & Partners & EEFIG
14.00 – 14.15 EEFIG and De-risking program
Speaker: Peter Sweatman, Climate Strategy & Partners & EEFIG
14.15 – 14.30 ING Real Estate Finance
Speaker: Jos Jonkers, Director Operations & Sustainability
14.30 – 14.45 ABN AMRO Bank N.V.
Speaker: Erik Steinmaier, Sector Director
14.45 – 15.00 Rabobank Real Estate Finance
Speaker: Roel van de Bilt, Director REF
15.00 – 15.30 Panel discussion
BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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Moderator: Peter Sweatman, Climate Strategy & Partners & EEFIG
15:30-16:30
Closing remarks & Networking

3.3

Examples of email for pitching sessions at international events for investors

Dear all,
As part of the BUILDINTEREST project, together with Bpifrance and in collaboration with the Sustainable
Building Plan of the Ministry of Ecology, we are organising an international event, dedicated to energy
efficiency and sustainable building.
We would like to share with you the opportunity to participate in the event. The aim is to present the tools
and solutions for financing energy efficiency projects, developed through the three project’s financing
platforms.
Key Overview:
• We have invited & selected the 22 best innovative technology companies from France, Belgium,
Italy, Finland to participate in 2 elevator pitching sessions during the event, showcasing their start-ups
in a brief introduction.
• The afternoon will present plenty of networking opportunities and participation in 2 roundtables
tackling the hottest challenges in the energy efficiency buildings sector: Access of private actors to the
renovation market & the energy performace of new buildings in light of the Paris Agreement objectives!
What is the benefit for you? Why should you join?
The BUILDINTEREST project exists to help facilitate investments in energy efficiency in buildings. You work for
an organization that we consider relevant in the field we hope that you wish to participate in our event so that
you can discover some of the best entrepreneurs present.
Just to give you a small idea of some of profiles who will be present:
CleanTech
We developed a new ecological and efficient cold production technology for
positive cooling applications that has the particularity of using water as a refrigerant.
Entreprise = Leviathan Dynamics
Seal of Excellence Award | 0,5 M€ sought
Passives and positives buildings
Construction of passive and positive buildings using the system of prefabricated super-insulated walls.
Passive single-family homes with outstanding energysaving performance that exceeds the current regulations. Several models already on the market (house,
duplex and binoculars).
Award Winner “Construction Trophy” 2017 | 1M€ sought
Sustainable Urban Development
Urban microclimate simulations, using a scientifically validated tool, for optimizing urban designs
and adding value to development projects,
in order to improve thermal comfort, mitigate of urban heat island and combat climate change.
Other names present: EnerPaper, Soltiles, Positive Energy Construct, ECOxIA and many others.
BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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Location of the event
The event will take place on 9th March 2018 at the Bpifrance Hub (boulevard Haussmann), Paris, France. It is
free of charge, one-day event until the early afternoon!
Who else is coming?
We have multiple major players invited, including investors, business angels, decision makers, companies.
Some of the names attending are from UNEP FI, Climate Strategy & Partners, French Federation of Real
Estates and many others! Hence, a unique opportunity to meet new and relevant stakeholders!
What do you need to do?
The event is aimed to be a place where various organisations get a chance to engage in networking around
concrete questions and go home with new opportunities for partnerships.
Of course, if you have no availability to attend, please forward this invitation to other interested stakeholders
in your network of contacts.
Registration
You can register by answering to this email or vising our registration page and selecting your role!
Programme is available in the description.
Looking forward to welcoming you.
On behalf of the BUILDINTEREST Team,
Iva Tsigulaova

3.4

Example of email
email for pitching sessions at international events for SMEs

Dear [name of company representative],
We are delighted to confirm your participation to present your company in the company pitching session at
the BUILDINTEREST event, taking place on 19 April 2018, at RAI Amsterdam in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
Please find below instructions on your participation and important logistic details.
1) Presentation session
Your presentation slot will last for a short pitch of 3 minutes, followed by Q&A and will amount to overall
time of close to 7 minutes. You will be informed about the exact order of your appearance very soon. You
can support your pitch with slides, if you wish so, however please pay in mind that due to tight schedules the
slot should not be prolonged.
If you prepare slides for the event, please send them in PPT/PDF to iva@techtour.com no later than 16 April
2018. Moreover, do not forget to bring your presentation on a memory stick at the event. The presentation
should be given in English.
Some practical advice on points to cover: the market segment you operate in, the positioning of your
company within your market segment and industry, the key differentiating factors (product, service,
technology/patents, etc), the business model with financial figures, key Management (actual and hiring),
growth plan.
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2) Programme, Attendance and Badges
An updated programme for the event can be found here: Updated programme
The morning programme starts with Registration at 09:00 until 09:30. It will then proceed with conference
part open to all. The company presentation session is part of the afternoon programme, taking place from
14:00-15:30. We will have two short presentations by our partners (PNO Consultants and Bpifrance) on the
different financial opportunities (public & private) available to SMEs for financing energy efficiency measures
in buildings.
In order for us to prepare badges for you, which will give you access to the BUILDINTEREST event, please
register on the following registration link: link.
3) Profile
In order to give presenting companies more visibility and recognition during the session, we will use the
short description you provided on your application to print a small booklet with your company profile. If you
wish to update any information or not to disclose it, please send them to iva@techtour.com no later than
16 April 2018.
4) Location of the event
The H2020 BUILDINTEREST event will take place on 19 April 2018 in RAI Amsterdam.
Address: Europaplein 2-22, 1078 GZ Amsterdam, Netherlands

Google map: LINK
Registration start at 09:00 AM and continues until 09:30 AM. Please come on time to ensure you collect your
badges. You are responsible for your own travel arrangements and your hotel booking.
I look forward to welcoming you! Should you have any questions, feel free to contact me.
Best regards,
Iva Tsigularova
on behalf of the BUILDINTEREST project

3.5

List of companies pitching at the international events
Companies presenting at the pitching sessions at the international events
Innovalys

Ekotex

Air Serenity

Ipsum energy

Energie IP

SolarTechno

Enerbrain

Studio Wae

Ma Maison en Mieux

Dust Shelter Solutions

EHtEch

twingz

Soltiles

MAKEiS

Snapkin

WOODYSHOUSING

Smarthab

Hysopt

Leviathan dynamics

OptiVolt

Echy

The Circular Building Foundation

Watinyoo

The Ultragraphyx
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3.6

EcoLodge

Reflex Isolatiefolie

Rada Building

Kreunen Plastic Solutions

Enerpaper

EverUse

ECOxIA

Karbonik

Snapkin

HempFlax

BatiLogik

Wédéflex Sustainable Roof Systems

Effipilot

SpeedComfort

DustShelter

Baril

Examples of the presenting companies’ profiles, provided at the
promotional booklet at the pitching sessions at the international events

Company

Presenter

Description
A technology that captures sunlight outside buildings
thanks to a solar tracker fixed on the roof. This tracker
is composed of Fresnel lens modules that concentrate
the sunlight in optical fibers in order to transport it
directly inside the buildings.

SmartHab offers the most integrated and
comprehensive digital solution on the market to equip
all housing units with a smart home automation system.

We developed a new ecological and efficient cold
production technology for positive cooling applications
that has the particularity of using water as a refrigerant.

Enerbrain turns wasteful buildings into smarter,
healthier & more sustainable ones with an innovative
IoT energy retrofit solution. We are an innovative
startup with global ambitions to increase the energy
efficiency in non-residential buildings through a
groundbreaking, plug&play, friendly IoT kit, suitable for
any kind of HVAC system. We developed a
revolutionary kit that turns buildings into smarter,
healthier and more sustainable ones by using IoT
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sensors, actuators and machine learning fuzzy logic
algorithms.

Capture the heat from the wastewater. 7 patents on
hardware and maintenance service connected.

Infrared radiant heating.
It designs, manufactures and sells carbon fiber and
textile heating systems that deliver real savings.
Unique systems adapted to all heating needs, such as
housing, livestock, culture, industry

We have developed the world's most advanced bridges
to connect the world & make cities pedestrian friendly.
Smart, sustainable & rapidly built at mass-scale. How
rapid?
Any bridge under 100m built start to finish in less than
24 hours. All that in highly customizable exclusive
design.

Breathe better! Purify the air 50 times more effectively
than previous technologies, to improve the comfort and
health in homes, offices, nurseries, sports halls, ...
Autonomous devices, connected, store pollution in a
cartridge that lasts a year.
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Wood frame from another angle! The innovative
constructive concept allows everyone to build an
evolutionary habitat. Passive Eco-Construction finally
accessible! House, Tiny-House, Small collective,
Tertiary, Eco-renovation. The company is seeking
Capital Development.

effiPilot is a company specialized in software publishing
for the energy efficiency and operational of corporate
and community buildings. The autopilot of energy, is an
innovative solution that integrates algorithms to bring
ever more intelligence.

Urban microclimate simulations, using a scientifically
validated tool, for optimizing urban designs and adding
value to development projects, in order to improve
thermal comfort, mitigate of urban heat island and
combat climate change.

Create smartgrids low temperature and low pressure
using the natural heat of the near ground (geothermal
surface) to improve the performance
of heat pumps.

Construction of passive and positive buildings using the
system of prefabricated super-insulated walls. Passive
single-family homes with outstanding energy-saving
performance that exceeds the current regulations.
Several models already on the market (house, duplex
and binoculars).
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Snapkin is a French startup specialized in 3D scanners'
data treatment (points cloud). Its technology allows to
modelize existing buildings in a faster way and
therefore, making BIM accessible for property assets
renovation or buildings' operations. The strartup is
today looking for investors to consolidate its
commercial and marketing growth.
XtreeE develops advanced large-scale 3D printing
technology for the architectural design, engineering
and construction sector. XtreeE offers 2 types of
services:
XtreeE | Access: help our clients discover and quantify
the benefits of large-scale 3D printing, through
collaborative design and large-scale prototype
manufacturing;
XtreeE | Systems: rent large-scale 3D printing systems
ECOxIA® is a company specializing in wood
construction and energy performance.
The mission of ECOxIA is to democratize passive and
positive energy buildings (BEPOS)
Our vision to achieve this is based on a systemic
design, an off-site realization, and the sharing of our
technology with professionals who adhere to our
approach.
Enerpaper srl was born with an innovative project,
conceived and developed with the aim of creating a
natural product can isolate thermo-acoustic buildings.
The product uses Enerpaper stabilized cellulose that
through a particular production process, is able to turn
into a product that meets the need to create a thermoacoustic barrier against the dispersion of the buildings,
by exploiting the natural properties of the cellulose
itself.
SolTiles has created an innovative solar roofing
technology- to retrofit an existing residence or for a
new build - lowering the cost of a solar roof by 50%.
And- making zero-energy homes equally practical as
they are affordable. Soltiles reduces and limits global
warming and helps society achieve the objectives of
energy and ecological transition.
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Our reusable products are ideal for creating sitespecific, integrated systems for air circulation, dust
management and energy efficiency. The system
provides fresh air and sufficient lighting to specific work
places. The product concept is under continuous
development, and integration solutions in the near
future include a crusher unit and a negative pressure
system with a waste container.
The Wald-Cube offers comfortable and healthy living
spaces, made of 99% ecological materials. The quality
of the materials and a careful implementation allow a
comfort during the 4 seasons, in summer as in winter.
The sustainability aspect of the Wald-Cube has earned
it to be selected by leading players in the field (Be
planet, cluster Eco-construction, the study aPROpaille
...).

Company

Description
With more than 25 years experience, EKOTEX
Wandafwerking b.v. offers top-quality circular glass
fibres for use as a wall covering and for superior
surface design. The surface is paintes with EKOTEX
Graphenstone paints with graphene. The paint is
circular and has a C2C Gold certification. Our
cpmpany only invest in Sustainable development:
We’re committed to Green Design principles.
Ipsum believes that savings can only be achieved if
you know exactly what your energy guzzlers are. It is
therefore our mission to provide everyone with
insight into appliance energy consumption. Our aim
is to personalise and simplify energy saving, thereby
making a joint effort to reduce CO2 emissions by
20%. We really want to make a difference !
Solartechno Europe B.V. was established in 2004
with the name Solar Advies.The company installed
roofs and ground mounted solar pv systems as well
as greenhouses with solar panels in Italy and
Benelux. Since 2013 Solartechno provides cost
competitive of grid solutions / autonomous system
for powering remote residential and commercial
applications.
We operate through a network of suppliers and local
partners in Italy, The Netherlands, Benelux and
Germany to match demand for large, medium or
small systems. Our off grid systems have been sold
to the Emirates, Nigeria, The Caribbean, and off
course Benelux and Italy.
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The sustainable and circular design tile that I have
taken into production is 65% recycled raw materials.
This makes it the most circular concrete tile on the
market as we speak. I was subsequently rewarded
with sustainability label A by NLGreenlabel.
The tile is cleverly designed after the Dutch
renowned graphic artist M.C. Escher. When used the
tiles intertwine and clasp together, making edge
beams redundant. This way, you only pave the exact
surface you need which also agrees with the
government aim to work towards less concrete and
more green spaces. I was recently able to enhance
my collection to approx. 50 different shapes in the
familiar circular manner, making the tile similarly
available for lager projects.
Bhaluu Construction focuses on accessible
efficient housing, we build 30% cheaper and twice as
fast (all process included) as traditional construction.
We come from the technology platform PTHAP,
(backed by Solvay, CSTC, Covestro, Ardex, …) and
4D Entreprise (Parc Asterix, Porte Avion Charles de
Gaulles, ..). Thanks to that we developed a
construction process that allows us to build with no
thermal bridges. The process is a sequence of
logical steps allowing for fast construction. Today we
built passive turnkey housing lots for under
1000€/sqm.
Our developments today are focus on robotics (3D
printing) and automation to duplicate production site.
Our mission is to rethink construction to make it
easy, reliable and qualitative to provide safe,
affordable and energy efficient housing. We focus on
opportunities to innovate and improve productivity,
quality, life-cycles, duplication (reuse pattern) and
reduce waste in construction.
We are looking for: a second-round investment to
enter the V2 of our printer and start the sales and
marketing.
Dust Shelter Solutions’ reusable products are ideal
for creating site-specific, integrated systems for air
circulation, dust management and energy efficiency.
The system provides fresh air and sufficient lighting
to specific work places. The product concept is
under continuous development, and integration
solutions in the near future include a crusher unit
and a negative pressure system with a waste
container.
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twingz provides smart energy management for
consumers homes and small and medium
enterprises and helps them forecast when to buy
and sell energy via its products. Coach delivers
monitoring and hints, Butler is executing those hints
powered by self-learning algorithms. Both electrical
and thermal systems are covered and can even be
coupled to allow the storage of electrical energy via
conversion to thermal energy. Optimization of the
energy profile is achieved by reducing energy
demand plus covering demand by own production.
All components are suitable for retrofit and are
integrated via local radio air network in order to
minimize hassle at installation.
We are looking for: Partners / Investment in smart
energy components, smart grid, mobility 2.0 and
home automation.
MAKEiS is a company operating in the field of
building construction and energy efficiency.
We have developed and patented one of a kind
thermal insulation technology - MAKEiS. it reveals a
whole new way of insulating buildings from start to
finish, making it faster, competitive and more
efficient. MAKEiS consist of 5 key elements:
insulation product - thermal insulation panel; method
of production - manufacturing panels on site of the
building at precise needed size with the help of
mobile machine; method of application - done only in
3 steps; the mobile machine - equipped with IOT4,
easily attached to a vehicle; Software - it calculates
the needed panels for the building from just a picture
of it, sending the data to the machine and triggering
production.
Compared to currently known methods of thermal
insulation MAKEiS:
has 2x more productivity; is 2x thinner (while
insulation is 3-4x lighter); leads to only 2-4% waste,
by producing PU panels with exact dimensions; does
not require perforation of the walls and cutting of the
panels; excludes wet processes, which saves time,
effort and removes seasonality; eliminates storage
and transportation costs by producing the panels
directly on-site; allows for constant control of
production via data cloud access.
We are looking for: business partners, distributors,
clients, suppliers of raw materials.
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WOODYSHOUSING offers high quality housing
based on a circular, healthy, low-energy module
which is affordable by extensive use of IoT and IIoT
technology. The solution offers developing, realizing
and operating buildings by mobile phone in extreme
short periodes, ready for high rise as well as off-grid
temporary and permanent locations for urban
nomads as well as hospitality and care sector. The
young company is now focusing on student- and
startershousing in urban environments.
Woodyshousing has integrated IoT and IIoT in its
WOODZAPP operating system, able to connect
design to production to operation to users.
We are looking for : technology partnerships and
investors (project and business) to bring our solution
to new places and users fast. We also look for a
partnership in production and assembly.
Hysopt is unique engineering software that supports
foremen, installation companies and research offices
optimise large HVAC installations. The powerful,
user-friendly design software provides a detailed
representation of possible hydraulic installation
designs and optimal system performance levels.
This leads to big savings and more comfort, quality
and durability. Our technology has been developed
on the basis of years of research. We want to use
our software to optimise HVAC installation
performance levels on a large scale. We do this by
supporting installation companies and engineering
offices with powerful, user-friendly engineering
software and services.
OptiVolt is the specialist in the field of energy saving
by installing energy-saving systems and optimizing
existing installations for large energy users. In
addition, OptiVolt is a reliable partner for energysaving advice, such as energy audits, (intermediate)
metering and energy management systems. OptiVolt
improves the electrical engineering infrastructure of
your organization. OptiVolt improves the operation of
your older and new central heating systems and
ensures a much higher return. Guaranteed less gas
consumption with the same comfort.
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The Circular Building Foundation stands for a
system approach to realize breakthroughs in the
closing of material cycles in the construction sector
(construction, gww, design, energy and area
development). We strive for a redesignation that is
equivalent to the original destination. The Circular
Building Foundation advises and guides parties from
all levels of construction, such as housing
corporations, waste processors, architects,
entrepreneurs, governments, knowledge institutions
and real estate managers.
NEW MEASUREMENT METHODS for detecting
water / air leaks in buildings. In order to comply with
the statutory energy performance, homes and
buildings are increasingly insulated and made airtight. This makes residents and users of buildings
dependent on the performance of installations for
their comfort and health. These installations, such as
heat pumps and ventilation units, can only function
properly with an airtight thermal shell.
During construction, air leaks are hard to detect and
on completion, repair is not possible or very
expensive. The Ultragraphyx measurement method
is not weather-dependent and can be applied
successfully around every other year.

Reflex Isolatiefolie B.V. is very suitable for
insulating both brick facades and timber frame
facades. A thinner insulation means a smaller cavity
and a lighter construction.

Kreunen Plastic Solutions develops, manufactures
and supplies durable, sustainable and innovative
plastic products.These are used in the construction
industry, civil engineering, window and door frame
production, mechanical engineering, concrete
products industry, food industry and transport.
Our products are a long-life replacement for wood,
steel and rubber in areas subject to ageing, decay or
wear.
EverUse produces a new insulation material as a
circular alternative to traditional materials. The
EverUse® Insulation Plate is a sturdy, resilient
cellulose insulation board made from paper waste.
The plate is designed to replace the current
insulation boards. The sheet has very good thermal
and fire-resistant properties and therefore meets all
the strict requirements that apply to building
materials. This is evident from the battery of tests
that have undergone EverUse products.
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Karbonik develops and supplies heating products
based on carbon, with electricity as an energy
source. This has led to: heating foil, heating paint
and heating panels.
HempFlax is a socially responsible and ethical
company that returns to the earth by bringing
affordable, natural hemp products to the market. By
stimulating the process of raising awareness among
entrepreneurs in the global market in an inspiring
way, we contribute to the sustainability of their
business. We embrace the philosophy of the circular
economy.
Roof systems from Wédéflex Sustainable Roof
Systems meet all quality conditions and
requirements that are prescribed by the Building
Decree, the Soil Quality Decree and the certification
bodies. In fact, we put so much confidence in the
sustainability of our products that we have set the
bar higher and have set stricter service and quality
requirements: the Wédéflex Established standard.
SpeedComfort, the smart radiator fan. The
SpeedComfort ventilator draws heat from your
radiator, heating the room quicker and more evenly,
increasing your comfort, allows you to lower the
water temperature of your central heating, without a
change in room temperature.
Copperant Pura is the greenest paint in the
Netherlands! The water-based paint is made from
biobased raw materials. With this durable paint,
painting is protected for a long time. The odorless
Pura paint dries very quickly and is pleasant to
process. The paint contains virtually no solvent and
is therefore low-emission and unfriendly. The
products meet the European Ecolabel and have an
A + label for emissions in the living environment.
With Copperant you save time and money and you
contribute to a healthy and safe life.

Stansz makes custom made solutions for secondary
chip material and regaining cooling fluids. We are
specialized in the engineering and supervising the
chips technology projects. When doing business we
strive for quality, reliability and customer orientation.
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Sparr Finance ensures that you can continue
business at all times thanks to our working capital
financing. We pay your outstanding invoices to you
within 24 hours. This way you always have working
capital. At a time when you can hardly call upon a
bank for this, this form of working capital financing is
not a luxury but a necessity.
CleanTech Capital provides business development,
corporate and project finance, mergers &
acquisitions, divestitures and restructuring services
in the clean technology and renewable energy
sector. CleanTech Capital has offices in Europe,
North America & South America.

Albert Fischer

Yellow&Blue Investment Management is an
independent venture capital firm specializing in
development stage clean energy investments. We
focus on development stage companies in three
main areas: Smart Grid, Energy Efficiency and
Biomass. Our network is international and we
actively work with large corporations, institutional
investors and other venture capital firms. We are an
active investor in European companies that have
working prototypes and attractive business plans.

Example of cover of the promotional booklet with companies’ profiles for the pitching sessions
at the international events
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3.7

List of investing
investing organisations contacted additionally with joint booklet of
companies’ profiles

List of investing organisation contacted with joint booklet of companies profiles
Ville de Paris
Capricorn Venture Partners
SET Ventures
investiere | Verve Capital
Iris Capital
ETF Partners
Partners
PARIS EUROPLACE
The Dow Chemical Company
Aqalcapital
European Business Angels
Agence du numérique
EIT KIC Innoenergy
Network (EBAN)
SA
Qbic
Independent expert
European Investment Fund
logoden
Bekaert
EIF
Femmes Business Angels
Gimv
StartGreen Capital
Paris Business Angels
CAPNOVA A/S
COFIMORE Holdings
Business Angels des Grandes
ENGIE
IKEA Group
Ecoles
Comité Stratégique de Filière
Cleantech iNNvest
STARQUEST CAPITAL
Bois
Financière Fonds Privés
OakInvest
Zaz Ventures
Ville de Pantin
Adaxia Capital Partners
Chemelot Ventures Management

Firenze

Positive Energy Buildings/
Honeywell

High-Tech Gründerfonds
Management

XAnge
Investessor
Créadev
Starquest
Arp-Astrance
Karot Capital
SmartAngels
Ensae bae
Union Sociale pour l'Habitat
SGPA
Serena Capital
Coface

BASF Venture Capital GmbH
DN Capital
Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A.
Eneco Holding N.V.
Versoventures
SOLVAY S.A.
REPSOL S.A.
ENGIE Services Nederland NV
BEEQUIP
justGROW
EIF
Icos Capital

Bpifrance

BankInvest Group

Allianz real estate
Cleantech Business Angels

Idinvest Partners
SABIC Ventures

Clean Tech Capital

PMV

Partager la ville
Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe

Octopus Investments
Aster Capital

NBI Investors
Shell Technology Ventures
Evonik Venture Capital
btov Partners
ETF Partners, European VC Fund
PortXL.org
Samsung Electronics Limited
SGL Group
Enel S.P.A.
Quadrivio SGR
Finindus NV
ALTANA AG
innogy Corporate Ventures
GmbH
INVESTOR ready
B-Social Limited
Flemish Institute for
Technological Research (VITO)
AME Ventures
Evonik Venture Capital
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Yellow&Blue Investment
Management BV
Amsterdam Climate and
Energy Fund
Euro Equity Partners

FNABA
LENA AMBIENTE SA
FNABA
Greencoat Capital
iTech Capital

DOEN Participaties

Robert Bosch Venture Capital

Testudo Innovation

Helio Capital

Incubateur Descartes

Sustainable Business Hub

Niton Capital
Harbert European Growth
Capital
Caixa Capital

Credit cooperatif

GE Ventures

Deutsche Börse
Demeter Partners
SEED Capital

Capital Système
MAHLE Group
KIC InnoEnergy
E2 Cleantech
Wermuth Asset Management

StartupDelta

Target Partners
Emerald Technology Ventures
AG
NES Partners
Cleantech Invest

3.8

Emertec Gestion SA

Zouk Capital ltd
Octopus Ventures
Energy and Cleantech
Avet Ventures
Tech4home
VegaVentures
Venture IQ B.V.
Greencoat Capital
Nausicaa Ventures
4e capital GmbH
Telia Company
Index Ventures
Accel Partners
Start Green Capital
Statkraft Ventures
Silverpeak

Iberdrola
Innovation Quarter

Example of registration form for BUILDINTEREST Webinars
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3.9

Example of email communication on BUILDINTEREST Webinars

Email message invite used for 2 mass mailing campaigns for the webinars

BUILDINTEREST Webinars
Dear all,
The BUILDINTEREST project is organising a series of webinars dedicated to sustainable
building and energy efficiency. This will be a unique opportunity to learn from the real
experiences of the project in engaging stakeholders on different levels in successful
collaborative action. It will also provide insight on specifics of the valuation of energy
efficiency measures in buildings and its importance and consequent economic
advantages.
The BUILDINTEREST project and its partners will:
1) Present and discuss the importance of value we give to sustainability in real
estate and will deep dive into the relationship between sustainability and
market value
2) Share together some advice on how best to build a successful stakeholder
platform and how this instrument can help with facilitating investments in
energy efficiency measures in buildings
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Join us free on:
27 June 2018, 11:00 - 12:00 CET
Sustainability indicators are important to real estate investors. However, sustainability encompasses a wide
range of physical, social, environmental and economic factors that can impact on value and of which valuers
should be aware.

This webinar jointly lead by Dynamis Taxaties Netherlands will focus on the increasing
role of sustainability in the real estate sector.
This webinar will be lead in English!
REGISTRATION LINK

28 June 2018, 11:30 – 12:30 CET
How to facilitates the dialogue among the operators of the energy efficiency sector? How to support the
development of tools and concrete models to improve the quality and financeability of energy efficiency
initiatives?

This webinar jointly done with ASTER and PNO Consultants will share knowledge and
best practices directly from the members of the project on how to bring together the most
relevant stakeholders in the construction and finance sectors to build a successful
platform that bolsters up methods to upscale investments in the sector.
REGISTRATION LINK
This webinar will be lead in English!
Speakers:
L.G. Bert Deen, Chartered Valuation Surveyor at Dynamis Taxaties Nederland
Serena Maioli, Project Manager at ASTER, Consortium for Innovation and Technology
transfer of Emilia-Romagna
Roel van der Veen, BUILDINTEREST project Coordinator, PNO Consultants
Don’t miss these events! Mark your calendars for Wednesday, June 27, 2018, and
Thursday, June 28, 2018!
Register your participation for the webinars following the registration links and
stay tuned for more details and exciting news!
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 695996.

Newsletter publication by BUILD LAB
From: Comunicazione ASTER [mailto:comunicazione@aster.it]
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2018 11:25 AM
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To: Iva Tsigularova <iva@techtour.com>
Subject: Dietro le quinte di BUILDINTEREST: partecipa ai webinar!
Laboratori o di Inn ovazione e Finanza per l’Edilizia Soste nibile in E milia-Romagna

Dietro le quinte di BUILDINTEREST: partecipa
ai webinar!
Come si costruisce e si anima una piattaforma finanziaria? Cosa significa dare “valore” alla
sostenibilità nelle costruzioni? Il 27 e 28 giugno il progetto BUILDINTEREST organizza due
webinar dedicati alla sostenibilità nelle costruzioni per approfondire le esperienze
maturate dalle piattaforme finanziarie in due anni di lavoro.
Diversi gli ostacoli incontrati e le sfide da cogliere per dare vita a questi luoghi di dialogo
con gli operatori della filiera della riqualificazione edilizia, e per consentire il passaggio
dalle strategie all’elaborazione di strumenti concreti.
In particolare, ASTER e PNO Consultants racconteranno giovedì 28 giugno come
tutto questo sia stato affrontato e con quali prospettive future, confrontando l’esperienza
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italiana di BUILD LAB con quella francese e olandese e fornendo consigli utili al
proseguimento delle attività e alla loro replicazione in altri contesti.

Vai al sito e registrati

Le opportunità di investimento regionali
Chi vuole investire in efficienza energetica in Emilia-Romagna ha la possibilità di accedere
alla nuova call del Fondo Energia e al Bando per il sostegno agli investimenti produttivi,
che incentiva gli investimenti delle PMI regionali in progetti volti ad accrescere l'attrattività
del sistema produttivo anche nell'ottica di uno sviluppo sostenibile.

Vai al sito

Non perdere gli aggiornamenti periodici su BUILD LAB!
ISCRIVITI alla nostra NEWSLETTER

Un progetto di

The information and views set out in this newsletter are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion
of the European Union. Neither the European Union institutions and bodies nor any person acting on their behalf may be held
responsible for the use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Cancella iscrizione | Unsubscribe

Confirmation messages with details on the webinars

Dear Participants,
This is a reminder that "BUILDINTEREST: Sustainability and Valuations" will begin today.
When: June 27, 2018 11:00 AM – 12:00 PM, CET
Agenda: June 27, 2018
How to Join the Webinar
Please consider that it is preferable that you join via computer, so that you can also see the shared
screen of the presenter better.
1. Click the link to join the webinar at the specified time and date, via a COMPUTER:
Join Webinar
https://zoom.us/j/7247784338
Note: You will be directed to the Zoom website and from there you will need to click ‘Open
URL:Zoom Launcher’. Please enter your details in the pop-up box for the webinar and ensure you
use your full name so that the webinar host can identify who has joined the meeting.
Before joining, be sure to check system requirements to avoid any connection issues. If the browser
does not load the webinar window, download and run Zoom.
2. TO USE YOUR TELEPHONE:
If you prefer to use your phone, you must choose and call in using the international numbers
below.
International numbers available: https://zoom.us/u/dBiv2JEvX
Meeting ID: 724 778 4338
Please ensure you use your full name so that the webinar host can identify who has joined the
meeting.
To facilitate even more productive Q&A time during the webinar:
Please note: as a webinar attendee, the host and panelists will mute you during the presentation
session. There will be a dedicated time for Q&A. Please think if you have any questions during the
course of the presentations. All webinar attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions by
sending them in the dedicated webinar chat. The host and panelists can will address your
questions either live or by text during the designated Q&A time.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 695996.
BUILDINTEREST is co-funded by the European Union under Grant agreement number 695996.
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Dear Participants,
This is a reminder that " BUILDINTEREST: How to build and run a successful stakeholder platform "
will begin Today.
When: Jun 28, 2018 11:30 AM – 12:30 PM, CET
How to Join the Webinar
Please consider that it is preferable that you join via computer, so that you can also see the shared
screen of the presenter better.
1. Click the link to join the webinar at the specified time and date, via a COMPUTER:
Join Webinar
https://zoom.us/j/672374672
Note: You will be directed to the Zoom website and from there you will need to click ‘Open
URL:Zoom Launcher’. Please enter your details in the pop-up box for the webinar and ensure you
use your full name so that the webinar host can identify who has joined the meeting.
Before joining, be sure to check system requirements to avoid any connection issues. For support
check this link. If the browser does not load the webinar window, download and run Zoom
2. TO USE YOUR TELEPHONE:
If you prefer to use your phone, you must choose and call in using the international numbers
below.
International numbers available: https://zoom.us/u/eaJYJlrh7
Webinar ID: 672 374 672
Please ensure you use your full name so that the webinar host can identify who has joined the
meeting.
To facilitate even more productive Q&A time during the webinar:
Please note: as a webinar attendee, the host and panelists cannot hear you speaking into your
microphone.
The Q & A button enables you to ask questions to the webinar host and panelists. There will be
ample opportunity in a dedicated time given during webinar for all webinar attendees to ask
questions. You can send your questions publicly or anonymously and the host and panelists can
either answer your question live or by text.
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If you wish to speak to host/panelist, you will need to Raise your Hand and the host will promote
you to a panelist so that you can ask a question. Please note, if you have a webcam connected,
your video will also be broadcast to all webinar attendees at the time you are promoted to a
panellist.
You could also refer to these instructions here.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 695996.

Images used for promotion on social media

Dedicated post – BUILD Lab in Italian

Link

3.10 Registration lists for the two BUILDINTEREST webinars
List of registered participants for the BUILDINTERST Webinar on 27 June 2018
Organization
Job title
Country
RiCos
Director
Italy
Comune di Parma
architetto
Italy
seghezziarchitettura
Architetto
Italy
NOMADICA.EU
project manager
Italy
Demepa
Energy economist
Italy
studio Arch. G. Tiziana Gallo
architetto
Italy
XLNCE Consultancy
Consultant
Belgium
The Student Hotel
Sustainability Expert
Netherland
s
freelance
architect
Italy
EBU
Project Manager
Italy
Dedagroup Public Services
project manager
Italy
CertiMaC
Engineer
Italy
City of Tampere
Project Manager
Finland
ASTER
consulente
Italy
AEGEAN ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT AGENCY NON
Project manager
Greece
PROFIT ORGANISATION
MEC SYSTEM s.r.l.
CEO
Italy
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Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland

kennismakelaar

CertiMaC
EASME
Contento Trade
Buildings 2030
Tecnalia
AMAGO-ENERGIA INTELIGENTE
Energy Policy and Development Centre - National and
Kapodistrian University of Athens
Make Bulgaria Ltd
Nomisma energia
Yellow&Blue IM BV

Researcher
Project advisor
Senior consultant
Executive Director
Researcher
CTO
Junior Energy Expert
CEO
advisor
Managing Director

Contento Trade
illumifilm ApS
Dynamis
Eupportunity
Joy's Educational Support Foundation

Netherland
s
Italy
Belgium
Italy
Belgium
Spain
Portugal
Greece
Bulgaria
Italia
Netherland
s
Italia
Denmark
Nederlands
Portugal
Nigeria

Project Manager
CEO
Researcher
Consultant
CEO at Joy's Educational
Support Foundation
CARTIF Technology Centre
Project Manager
Spain
Smartroof
CEO
Belgium
ENERGYLAB
Project Manager
Spain
List of registered participants for the BUILDINTERST Webinar on 28 June 2018
Organisation
Job title
Country
EBU
Project Manager
Italy
RiCos
Director
Italy
Comune di Parma
architetto
Italy
seghezziarchitettura
Architetto
Italy
nomadica.eu
project manager
italy
Demepa
Energy economist
Italy
Eupportunity
COnsultant
Portugal
Technical Cosnulting Network
Consultant
Italy
freelance
architect
Italy
EBU
Project Manager
Italy
CertiMaC
Engineer
Italy
City of Tampere
Project Manager
Finland
aster
consulente
Italy
SEVEn, The Energy Efficiency Center
Consultant
Czech
Republic
AEGEAN ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT AGENCY NON
Project manager
Greece
PROFIT ORGANISATION
CertiMaC
Researcher
Italy
Contento Trade
Senior consultant
Italy
Contento Trade
Senior Consultant
Italy
Tecnalia
Researcher
Spain
TECNALIA
Senior Researcher
Spain
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Energy Policy and Development Centre - National and
Kapodistrian University of Athens
TECNALIA
Make Bulgaria ltd
free lance
Contento Trade
Independent Consultant

Partnering Robotics
RINA
HomeGate
University of Bologna
ASTER
ASTER

Junior Energy Expert

Greece

Senior researcher
Ceo
Architect
Project Manager
Business Development
Strategy & Innovation
Advisor
Head of finance
Engineer
Consultant
Project Manager
....
PM

Spain
Bulgaria
Italy
Italy
Hungary
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France
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
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